
 

The Chief Medical Officer guidelines state that primary school aged children need to be active for 

an average of 60 minutes every day. This activity needs to make you feel hotter and breathe 

faster. Let me know what activity you have been doing: dtaylor@playdenschool.com 

 

PE with Mr T 
Monday 13th April 2020 

 

Happy Easter everyone! I hope you have had a nice Easter weekend and haven’t eaten 

too much chocolate, hasn’t the weather been beautiful. I am missing teaching you all PE 

in the sunshine and we would be able to use the field now too. There are some more 

activities for you to try below but remember, you don’t have to do them all. As long as 

you try your very best and enjoy being active then I will be happy. Don’t forget to let me 

know how you are keeping active and if you have seen any other activities that you think 

your friends would like to try (my email address is at the bottom of the page).  

 

Physical Activity (Warm Up) 

BBC Super Movers 

Join the Springwatch team and dodge 

the wildlife to reach the other side of the 

field before it gets dark. A great way to 

raise your pulse, warm up your muscles 

and get your brain ready for activity. 

Link 

   

PE Lesson (Skill Development and Game) 

Yorkshire Sport 

Foundation: 

Footwork Patterns 

These are the best PE lessons I have 

found and can be done inside or 

outside and with equipment you will 

already have at home. Use the warm up 

above, develop your skills and then play 

the game at the end. 

Link 
Or search 

#ThisIsPE 

on Youtube 

 

Challenge Zone 

Virtual Sussex  

School Games  

BREAKING NEWS: 

With the new Virtual Sussex School Games beginning soon 

(Monday 27 April), the School Games Organisers across the 

county have put together a selection of challenges you can try 

at home over Easter, have a look here.  

 

Mindfulness (Cool Down) 

Cosmic Kids Yoga 

The Twits 

Turn off the lights, pull the curtains, find a 

safe space and get ready to finish your 

lesson with some yoga with Jaime. This 

will develop your balance and flexibility 

whilst bringing your heart rate back 

down to normal.   

Link 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/just-for-fun-springwatch-l1/z6vm47h
https://youtu.be/lfra8pSPEhE
http://www.activesussex.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/A1-Sussex-SGO-Easter-Challenge.pdf
https://youtu.be/9vLpwN-_DGw

